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Behavior is very important in any classroom situation. This is because behavior whether good or bad can affect the teaching and learning process. Likewise, good behaviors are the positive traits that an individual should have. His unique aspects, character, and beliefs are necessarily needed to overcome what are the negative personalities inherited by him. The character he possesses should be effective in the total development of his personality. The aspects of life must be comprises the actions and responses acceptable and understood by the society. Many individuals learn that in some instances children affect their study habits when the teacher has bad behavior. Children become lazy, they ignore the lesson, and they become not interested to the topic being discussed by the teacher. In many aspects, bad behavior of the teacher deals more and affects more the attitudes, character and behavior of the children or learners. This does not necessarily mean that one possesses good behavior in order to enhance learning and in order to nurture the learner. It is just saying one must love and care the children in order to create a good atmosphere and facilitate the learning. In this reason, positive behavior may result in positive learning outcomes. Parents as we all know, love and care their children very much. In this manner, learning or education comes first in their home because of their parents. This makes a good behavior to their children and creates a positive outlook in life. Their abilities creativeness self-esteem, values, talents, knowledge potentials, perseverance, and resourcefulness are totally developed.
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